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Finite element modeling is conducted to understand the factors that govern
the performance of thermal interface pastes of controlled thickness between
copper surfaces of controlled roughness. Carbon black paste is lower in
thickness than metal particle paste, so it shows better performance. The
performance of both pastes is more influenced by the paste-copper interfacial
conductance than by the paste thermal conductivity. The effects of pressure,
paste thickness, and copper surface roughness on performance are mainly due
to the change in fractional filling of the valleys in the copper surface topog-
raphy. Reasonable agreement is found between modeling and experimental
results.
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INTRODUCTION

A thermal interface material (TIM) refers to a
material that is placed at the interface between two
surfaces that are at different temperatures in order
to improve the heat transfer between the sur-
faces.1,2 The improvement of the thermal contact
between a microprocessor and a heat sink (or a heat
spreader) of a computer is particularly important,
since heat dissipation is the most critical problem in
the microelectronic industry. Due to the technolog-
ical need, the development of TIMs has resulted in
numerous products on the market. However, eval-
uation and understanding of the performance of the
interface materials have not kept up with the mar-
ket boom, though they are essential for the
advancement of this field.

A TIM typically comprises a paste, which is called
a thermal paste. The paste may be the entire ther-
mal interface material, or it may be a part of the
TIM. In the latter case, the paste typically coats

both sides of a thin carrier sheet (e.g., a metal foil),
which facilitates handling and use of the TIM.

The performance of a TIM should be evaluated
when the TIM is sandwiched between selected sur-
faces, rather than being evaluated when the inter-
face material is standing alone. The latter gives the
thermal conductivity of the TIM itself; although this
thermal conductivity is a factor affecting perfor-
mance, it does not describe the performance of the
material as a thermal interface material.

The sandwich mentioned above is a system that
consists of the TIM and the two interfaces between
the interface material and the two proximate sur-
faces. Each of these two interfaces is associated with
a thermal resistance (referred to as the interfacial
resistance), which can contribute significantly to
the overall thermal resistance of the sandwich. The
interfacial resistance depends on the nature of the
interface as well as on the area of this interface. This
area is the true interface area that takes into account
the area of the interface associated with the filled
part of a valley in the surface topography. The true
interface area increases with fractional filling of the
valleys. This is to be distinguished from the macro-
scopic geometric area of the thermal interface.
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The performance of a TIM depends on the struc-
ture of the interface between the TIM and each of
the two surfaces, in addition to depending on the
structure and thickness of the TIM. The structure of
the interface depends on the surface roughness
(particularly the typical height and width of
the valleys in the topography of the surface) and the
fractional filling of the valleys. The thickness of the
TIM is often referred to as the bond-line thickness.
The fractional filling of the valleys depends on the
roughness of the surface, the pressure applied in
the direction perpendicular to the interface for the
purpose of squeezing the proximate surfaces
together, and the elastic modulus, viscosity, and
conformability of the TIM. A low modulus and a low
viscosity help the spreadability. The higher the
modulus, the greater the pressure required for the
TIM to flow. In practical microelectronic applica-
tions, the pressure is limited. A low modulus and a
low viscosity also help the conformability, but con-
formability requires not just the ability to flow
macroscopically, but the ability to fill microscopic
valleys (even those on the nanoscale) in the surface
topography. The filling of the valleys is necessary in
order to displace the air, which is thermally insu-
lating, from the valleys. For the purpose of filling
microscopic valleys, a microscopically structured
(preferably nanostructured) interface material is
valuable. An example of a nanostructured TIM is a
carbon black thermal paste, in which the carbon
black particles are 30 nm in size.3–11 Another
example is a carbon nanotube thermal paste,12,13

though it is inferior in performance to the carbon
black paste. Yet another example is a carbon
nanotube array coating,14–17 which is also inferior
to the carbon black paste. Commercial thermal
pastes tend to be microstructured rather than
nanostructured.

The relative importance of the various parameters
mentioned above depends on the combination of
values of the various parameters. For example, the
thermal conductivity of the TIM becomes more
important as the thickness of the TIM increases and
as the surface roughness (i.e., the height of the val-
leys in the surface topography) increases; the inter-
facial conductance (i.e., the reciprocal of the
interfacial resistivity, which is the product of the
interfacial resistance and the true interface area,
with the interface referring to that between the TIM
and one of the surfaces) becomes more important as
the true interface area decreases.

The performance of a TIM is described by the
thermal contact conductance (TCC, in units of
W/m2 K), which refers to the thermal conductance
of the overall thermal contact in the direction per-
pendicular to the plane of the sandwich. This con-
ductance is the reciprocal of the thermal contact
resistivity (in units of m2 K/W), which is the product
of the total thermal resistance (in units of K/W, i.e.,
the temperature difference across the thermal con-
tact divided by the heat power) of the thermal

contact and the geometric area (in units of m2) of the
thermal interface. Due to the number and interde-
pendence of the various parameters mentioned
above in governing TCC, a complete experimental
investigation of all the parameters is difficult. Fur-
thermore, it is difficult to obtain TIMs that cover a
substantial range of each of the parameters
(including the thermal conductivity, modulus, vis-
cosity, and conformability) for the purpose of a
systematic experimental evaluation. Therefore,
understanding of the performance of TIMs requires
modeling of this performance. This modeling is the
objective of this paper.

Prior work on modeling TIM performance has
involved analytical models. Most commonly, the
modeling is based on an equivalent circuit of the
thermal resistance, which includes those of the TIM
and of the interface between the TIM and each of
the two proximate surfaces.2,18–21 The thermal
resistance of this interface has been modeled by
consideration of the degree of filling of the valleys in
the surface topography.2,18,19 However, the com-
plexity of the combination of geometric, thermal,
mechanical, and material factors calls for finite
element modeling, which is the method used in this
work. The use of simple analytical equations in
place of finite element modeling was found in this
work to be inadequate, so no analytical model is
presented here.

The performance of a TIM depends on a number
of parameters, especially the surface roughness,
TIM thickness, TIM thermal conductivity, TIM
modulus, interfacial conductance of the copper-TIM
(Cu-TIM) interface, interfacial conductance of the
copper-copper (Cu-Cu) interface, and applied pres-
sure. Prior experimental work3–10,12 addressed
specific thermal interface materials without cover-
ing a substantial range of any parameter. The
objective of the modeling work of this paper is to
evaluate systematically the effect of each of these
parameters. Furthermore, the relative importance
of these various factors is addressed for two con-
trasting thermal pastes—one being highly con-
formable (carbon black paste) and the other being
high in thermal conductivity (metal particle paste
manufactured by Shin-Etsu).

In order to test the validity of the model, the
modeling results of this work are compared with
experimental results on carbon black paste (poly-
ethylene glycol vehicle with 1.25 vol.% carbon
black) and a metal particle paste (widely used
commercial Shin-Etsu X-23-7762 paste, which is
aluminum-particle-filled silicone with a density of
2.6 g/ml, manufactured by Shin-Etsu MicroSi, Inc.,
Phoenix, AZ). Due to the high solid content in the
metal particle paste compared with the carbon black
paste, the metal particle paste is much higher in
modulus and thickness. However, the metal particle
paste is much more thermally conductive than the
carbon black paste. Due to the large difference in
properties between the two pastes, comparison of
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the modeling results for the two pastes is expected
to help understand the factors that govern the per-
formance of a thermal paste.

MODELING METHODOLOGY

The finite element modeling was conducted using
commercial ANSYS software. The modeling was two
dimensional. It was assumed that no heat loss to the
environment occurs. In accordance with the exper-
imental condition of TCC measurement by the
guarded hot-plate method,3–5 the TIM is sand-
wiched by two copper blocks of specified roughness.

The surface roughness is modeled as consisting
of a semicircle, such that the semicircles of the two
proximate surfaces are aligned, with the bottom of
a semicircular hillock of the upper surface aligned
with the top of a semicircular hillock of the lower
surface, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The dimensions
and boundary temperatures in Fig. 1 are shown in
Table I. This model considers only the bottom
portion of the upper copper block and the top
portion of the lower copper block. These hillock
shapes are used because they roughly represent
the actual situation and are similar to the hemi-
spherical hillocks used in three-dimensional con-
tact models in prior analytical work.22,23 Because
displacement in the horizontal direction is negli-
gible, a symmetric boundary condition can be
applied on vertical lines that bound the copper
blocks and the TIM (Fig. 1). Therefore, this model
with one hillock roughly represents the actual case
with a large number of hillocks. For the proof of
accuracy, for one case, the results of this model
were compared with another model with more
hillocks; no considerable change was observed
when increasing the number of hillocks.

The dimensions shown in Fig. 1 were used in the
modeling. The carbon black TIM thickness was
0.4 lm in the rough case and 0.16 lm to 0.24 lm in
the smooth case, based on experimental values.3–5

The metal particle TIM thickness was 2.9 lm to
4.0 lm in the rough case and 2.6 lm to 3.4 lm in the
smooth case, based on experimental values.3–5 This
large difference between the two pastes is due to the
much higher viscosity of the metal particle paste.
During the formation of the thermal contact, the
TIM enters the valleys to a degree that depends on
the combination of pressure and TIM modulus.

All stages before applying pressure cannot be
modeled because of the limited information avail-
able on the nonlinear behavior of the pastes. So,
either the final geometry after applying pressure is
modeled (as for the rough and smooth cases for the
carbon black TIM, and the smooth case for the metal
particle TIM) or the initial TIM thickness and TIM
modulus are selected based on the final (i.e., after
pressure application) experimental values (as
for the smooth case for the metal particle TIM).
Figures 2 and 3 show the initial geometries for the
rough and smooth cases, respectively. In fact, only

Fig. 1. Initial state (before any pressure is applied) of the thermal
contact structure used in the modeling, unless noted otherwise. The
dimensions indicated in Table I are used.
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the final geometry, which is predicted (based on
experimental results on the bond line thickness3–5)
and modeled, affects the calculated thermal contact
conductance. Previous stages, before this final state,
do not affect the final results.

In the case of rough copper surfaces and the
carbon black TIM, no change of bond-line thickness
was experimentally observed5 with increasing
pressure in the range of 0.46 MPa to 0.92 MPa.
However, the measured TCC increased with
increasing pressure in this case.3–5 Based on these
experimental results on the effect of pressure, we
assume in this modeling that direct contact between
the copper blocks and blunting (plastic deformation)
of the copper hillocks occur. With increasing pres-
sure, more blunting occurs, thus increasing the
contact area of the two copper surfaces and causing
the TCC to increase.

The initial conditions specified in the model are
the thickness of the TIM, the temperature (Tb in
Fig. 1) at the bottom surface of the modeled top
portion of the lower copper block, and the temper-
ature (Tt in Fig. 1) at the top surface of the modeled

bottom portion of the upper copper block. The tem-
perature Tt is calculated from the temperature
gradient (0.093�C/mm, as in the experiment3) and
Tb. However, according to the definition of the
thermal contact conductance (the heat flux divided
by the temperature difference across the thermal
contact), the results are independent of the selected
values of Tb and Tt. This independence is because
both the temperature difference across the thermal
contact and the heat power similarly depend on the
difference between Tb and Tt, so that the quotient is
independent of this quantity.

The sides of the geometry in Fig. 1 are assumed
to be thermally insulated. Thermal expansion is
ignored. The mechanical boundary condition is such
that the bottom block is fixed in position. Upon the
application of pressure in the direction perpendic-
ular to the thermal contact, a part of the TIM enters
the valleys and eventually achieves a steady
state (final state), which is the state described by
the results reported here.

The extent of filling of a valley can be calcu-
lated from the valley geometry and half of the

Table I. Dimensions in Fig. 1

TIM Roughness A (lm) B (lm) C (lm) D (lm) Tt (�C) Tb (�C)

Carbon black Rough 0.4 150 30 15 35.66 34.68
Carbon black Smooth 0.2 150 30 0.01 35.66 34.68
Metal particle Rough 3.5 150 30 15 35.66 34.68
Metal particle Smooth 2.9 150 30 0.01 35.66 34.68

Fig. 2. Initial state of the models for the rough case. (a) Carbon black paste. (b) Metal particle paste.
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displacement of the proximate copper surfaces
relative to one another. The factor of half is due to
the fact that filling occurs at the valleys of both
copper blocks simultaneously. The displacement
here is the entire displacement of one copper block
relative to the other.

The finite element mesh is shown in Figs. 4 and 5
for the case of rough and smooth copper surfaces,

respectively. The meshes for both the carbon black
paste and the metal particle paste are shown in
each figure. The ANSYS elements PLANE223
(two-dimensional eight-node coupled-field solids),
CONTA172 (two-dimensional three-node surface-to-
surface contact), and TARGE169 (two-dimensional
target segment) are used. The elements near the
contact area are particularly small.

Fig. 3. Initial state of the models for the smooth case. (a) Carbon black paste. (b) Metal particle paste.

Fig. 4. Finite element mesh for the models shown in Fig. 2.
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In calculating the temperature distribution by
FEM, the following equations are used.

q ¼ kA
dT

dx
; (1)

where q is the (one-dimensional) heat flow per unit
time across the cross-sectional area A, k is the
thermal conductivity of the medium, which is cop-
per, air or TIM, depending on the location; k is not a
variable in the modeling work. T is the temperature;
x is the distance in the direction of heat flow from
the top surface of the upper copper block.

Q ¼ q

A
¼ k

dT

dx
; (2)

where Q is the heat flux. The heat diffusion equa-
tion is
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where x, y, and z are the coordinates, q is the
density, Cp is the specific heat, and q is the rate of
energy generation per unit volume (W/m3). Under
steady-state conditions, there is no change in the
amount of energy and Eq. 3 reduces to
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For the case of one-dimensional heat flow in the
absence of heat generation, Eq. 4 becomes

d

dx
k

dT

dx

� �
¼ 0: (5)

The two-dimensional temperature distribution is
obtained by calculation at each of the nodes in the
finite element mesh. The mesh is much finer near
the thermal contact than in the region further away
from it. The temperature drop across the thickness
of the TIM is obtained from the two-dimensional
temperature distribution and is used to calculate
the TCC.

The modulus and pressure are two parameters
that greatly affect the thermal contact conductance.
This is mainly because of their effects on the extent
of filling of the valleys in the surface topography. It
can also be due to their effects on the extent of
blunting of the hillocks in the surface topography. A
lower modulus and a higher pressure will result in
more filling of the valleys and, in some cases, also
more blunting of the hillocks, thereby leading to a
higher thermal contact conductance. Furthermore,
a higher pressure can result in a lower TIM thick-
ness. In the modeling work, the modulus and pres-
sure influence the outcome by affecting the
dimensions.

The unfilled portion of each valley is filled with
air, which is taken to have a thermal conductivity in
the range from 0.026 W/m K to 0.028 W/m K.24

The thermal conductivity of air (0.026 W/m K to
0.028 W/m K)24 is low compared with that of the
TIM (0.13 W/m K to 6 W/m K).3,4 Therefore, the
areas which are in contact with air can be assumed
to be thermally insulating, as is done in this

Fig. 5. Finite element mesh for the models shown in Fig. 3.
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modeling. The thermal conductivity of copper is
391 W/m K.20 The modulus of copper is 115 GPa.20

Both the thermal conductivity and the thickness
are much higher for the metal particle paste
than the carbon black paste. The difference is
mainly because of the much higher solid content
of the metal particle paste than the carbon black
paste.

In studying the effect of the TIM thermal con-
ductivity by modeling, the conductivity is varied
from 0.078 W/m K to 7 W/m K; this range is con-
sistent with the calculated value of 0.128 W/m K for
carbon black paste4 and 6 W/m K for the metal
particle paste.3

In studying the effect of the roughness height
(i.e., initial hillock height) by modeling, this height
is varied from 0.01 lm to 15 lm; this range is con-
sistent with the roughness of 0.009 lm and 15 lm
used in the experiment.3

In studying the effect of pressure by modeling,
the pressure is varied from 0.46 MPa to 0.92 MPa;
this range is consistent with the values of
0.46 MPa, 0.69 MPa, and 0.92 MPa used in the
experiment.3

In studying the effect of the interfacial conduc-
tance, the Cu-TIM interfacial conductance is varied
from 50 9 104 W/m2 K to 110 9 104 W/m2 K and
the Cu-Cu interfacial conductance is varied from
60 9 106 W/m2 K to 80 9 106 W/m2 K; these ran-
ges are selected so that the resulting TCCs are
close to the experimental values. The fact that, for
both rough and smooth cases, the calculated TCCs
are close to experimental values for these ranges of
interfacial conductance shows the accuracy of the
selected range for the Cu-TIM interfacial conduc-
tance. The Cu-Cu interfacial conductance affects
only the results of the rough case of the carbon
black TIM, because of contact between the copper
blocks in this case. As a result of the very low
roughness of the copper blocks in the smooth case
with either paste as the TIM, and the high thick-
ness and high modulus in the rough case with the
metal particle paste as the TIM, there is no contact
between the copper blocks and the Cu-Cu interfa-
cial conductance has no effect on the results in
these cases. There is no prior report of relevant
interfacial conductance values.

The experimental results used in this work for
comparison with the modeling results were obtained
in prior work3,4 using the method described below.
The TCC between two 1 in 9 1 in (25 mm 9 25 mm)
copper blocks with a thermal interface material
between them was measured using the guarded hot-
plate method, which is a steady-state method of
heat flux measurement (ASTM method D5470).
During the period of temperature rise, the heating
rate was controlled at 3.2�C/min by using a tem-
perature controller. Heating was provided by heat-
ing coils, while cooling was provided by running
water. The two mating surfaces of the two
1 in 9 1 in copper blocks were either ‘‘rough’’

(15 lm roughness, as attained by mechanical
polishing) or ‘‘smooth’’ (0.009 lm roughness and
0.040 lm to 0.116 lm flatness, as attained by dia-
mond turning). Four thermocouples (type T) were
inserted into four holes (T1, T2, T3, and T4 in Fig. 6,
each hole of diameter 2.4 mm). Two of the four holes
were located in each of the 1 in 9 1 in copper
blocks. The temperature gradient was determined
from T1 – T2 and T3 – T4. These two quantities
should be equal at equilibrium, which was attained
after holding the temperature of the heater at the
desired value for 30 min. Equilibrium was assumed
when the temperature variation was within ±0.1�C
in a period of 15 min. The pressure in the direction
perpendicular to the plane of the thermal interface
was controlled by using a hydraulic press at pres-
sures of 0.46 MPa, 0.69 MPa, and 0.92 MPa.

In accordance with ASTM method D5470, the
heat flow q is given by

q ¼ kA

dA
DT; (6)

where DT = T1 - T2 = T3 - T4, k is the thermal
conductivity of copper, A is the area of the
1 in 9 1 in copper block, and dA is the distance be-
tween thermocouples T1 and T2 (i.e., 25 mm).

The temperature at the top surface of the thermal
interface material is TA, which is given by

TA ¼ T2 �
dB

dA
T1 � T2ð Þ; (7)

where dB is the distance between thermocouple T2

and the top surface of the thermal interface mate-
rial (i.e., 5 mm). The temperature at the bottom
surface of the thermal interface material is TD,
which is given by

TD ¼ T3 þ
dD

dC
T3 � T4ð Þ; (8)

where dD is the distance between thermocouple T3

and the bottom surface of the thermal interface
material (i.e., 5 mm) and dC is the distance between
thermocouples T3 and T4 (i.e., 25 mm). The thermal
resistivity h is given by

h ¼ TA � TDð ÞA
q
: (9)

Note that insertion of Eq. 6 into Eq. 9 causes
cancellation of the term A, so that h is independent
of A. The thermal contact conductance is the
reciprocal of h.

MODELING RESULTS

The modeling results are presented below for
both carbon black paste and metal particle paste.
For either paste, the two-dimensional temperature
distributions are presented. In addition, for each
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paste, the effects of the various parameters on the
calculated thermal contact conductance (TCC) and
the fractional valley filling are presented. These
parameters include the pressure, interfacial con-
ductance (conductance of the interface between the
TIM and copper for the part where the TIM and
copper are in direct contact and between copper
and copper for the part where two copper hillocks
are in direct contact), TIM thermal conductivity,
TIM thickness, and copper roughness (i.e., hillock
height). Furthermore, the calculated TCCs for both
carbon black paste and metal particle paste, each
evaluated for both rough and smooth cases, are
compared with the corresponding experimental
results.

Two-Dimensional Temperature Distribution
from Modeling

This section gives the two-dimensional tempera-
ture distributions for carbon black and metal par-
ticle pastes. For each case, the parameters used
reflect the experimental conditions. The effect of the
choice of parameters is addressed in the section
‘‘Effects of Various Parameters on the Calculated
Thermal Contact Conductance.’’

Carbon Black Paste

Case of rough copper surfaces: Figure 7 shows the
two-dimensional temperature distribution for the
case of rough copper blocks when the carbon

Fig. 6. Experimental setup for the guarded hot-plate method of thermal contact conductance measurement. T1, T2, T3, and T4 are the
temperatures at the holes of diameter 2.4 mm. A thermocouple (type T) is inserted in each hole. All dimensions are in millimeters.
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black paste is the TIM. The model parameters
(as chosen to fit the experimental data) were: pres-
sure = 0.69 MPa, TIM thermal conductivity =
0.13 W/m K, Cu-TIM interfacial conductance (i.e.,
the reciprocal of the thermal resistivity of the
interface between TIM and copper) = 105 9 104

W/m2 K, Cu-Cu interfacial conductance = 7 9 107

W/m2 K, copper roughness (i.e., hillock height) =
15 lm, and TIM thickness = 0.4 lm.

Case of smooth copper surfaces: Figure 8 shows the
two-dimensional temperature distribution for the
case of smooth copper blocks when the carbon black
paste is the TIM. The model parameters (as chosen
to fit the experimental data) were: pressure =
0.69 MPa, TIM thermal conductivity = 0.13 W/m K,
Cu-TIM interfacial conductance (i.e., the reciprocal

of the thermal resistivity of the interface between
TIM and copper) = 105 9 104 W/m2 K, copper
roughness (i.e., hillock height) = 0.01 lm, and TIM
thickness = 0.2 lm.

Metal Particle Paste

Case of rough copper surfaces: Figure 9 shows the
two-dimensional temperature distribution for the
case of rough copper blocks when the metal particle
paste is the TIM. The model parameters were:
pressure = 0.69 MPa, TIM thermal conductivity =
6 W/m K, interfacial conductance = 50 9 104

W/m2 K, copper roughness = 15 lm, and TIM
thickness = 3.5 lm.

Case of smooth copper surfaces: Figure 10 shows
the two-dimensional temperature distribution for
the case of smooth copper blocks when the metal
particle paste is the TIM. The model parameters
were: pressure = 0.69 MPa, TIM thermal conduc-
tivity = 6 W/m K, interfacial conductance = 50 9
104 W/m2 K, copper roughness = 0.01 lm, and TIM
thickness = 2.9 lm.

Effects of Various Parameters on the
Calculated Thermal Contact Conductance

Carbon Black Paste

Case of rough copper surfaces: The effects of (i) the
interfacial conductance between the TIM and cop-
per (for the part in which the TIM and copper are in
direct contact), (ii) the interfacial conductance
between copper and copper (for the part in which
the two copper hillocks are in direct contact), (iii)
TIM thermal conductivity, (iv) copper surface

Fig. 7. Finite element modeling result (the deformed state of the
model), showing the two-dimensional temperature distribution for the
rough case with the carbon black paste as the TIM. (a) Full view. (b)
Expanded view of the region in the vicinity of the thermal contact.

Fig. 8. Finite element modeling result (the deformed state of the
model), showing the two-dimensional temperature distribution for the
smooth case with the carbon black paste as the TIM.
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roughness (initial valley height, which is the same
as the initial hillock height), (v) TIM thickness, and
(vi) pressure on the thermal contact conductance
(TCC) for the carbon black paste (case of rough
copper blocks) are shown in Figs. 11–16, respec-
tively. The fractional valley filling, as calculated
based on the modeling result, is shown in Figs. 14
and 15, in order to help explain the TCC trends.

The combination of parameters is such that the
TCC obtained by the modeling is in line with
experimental values.3,4 The TCC increases with
increasing TIM-Cu and Cu-Cu interfacial conduc-
tances (Figs. 11 and 12). This effect is greater for
the Cu-TIM interfacial conductance than for the
Cu-Cu interfacial conductance because the contact
area between copper and the TIM is much larger than
that between copper and copper. The TCC increases
with increasing TIM thermal conductivity (Fig. 13),

with decreasing roughness (Fig. 14), with decreas-
ing TIM thickness (Fig. 15), and with increasing
pressure (Fig. 16). The fact that the TCC increases
with decreasing roughness is because of the associ-
ated increase in the fractional final valley filling and
larger contact area between copper and the TIM.
The fact that TCC increases with decreasing initial
TIM thickness is a result of the shorter heat flow
path and/or the direct contact between two copper
surfaces. In relation to the dependence of TCC on
the TIM thickness, the abrupt decrease in TCC in
the low-thickness regime of Fig. 15 is presumably
because of the presence of direct contact between
the copper surfaces when the TIM thickness is
relatively low. This assumption of direct contact
between copper surfaces is supported by experi-
mental results,3–5 as explained in the ‘‘Modeling
Methodology’’ section.

Fig. 9. Finite element modeling result (the deformed state of the
model), showing the two-dimensional temperature distribution for the
rough case with the metal particle paste as the TIM. (a) Full view. (b)
Expanded view of the region in the vicinity of the thermal contact.

Fig. 10. Finite element modeling result (the deformed state of the
model), showing the two-dimensional temperature distribution for the
smooth case with the metal particle paste as the TIM.

Fig. 11. Effect of the TIM-copper interfacial conductance on the
thermal contact conductance for the carbon black paste as the TIM
(the rough case).
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Case of smooth copper surfaces: The effects of (i) the
copper-TIM interfacial conductance, (ii) the TIM
thermal conductivity, (iii) the TIM thickness, and
(iv) the pressure on the TCC for the carbon black
paste (case of smooth copper blocks) are shown in
Figs. 17–20, respectively. The combination of

parameters is such that the TCC obtained by the
modeling is in line with experimental values.3,4 The
TCC increases with increasing copper-TIM interfa-
cial conductance (Fig. 17), with TIM thermal
conductivity (Fig. 18), with decreasing TIM thick-
ness (Fig. 19), and with increasing pressure
(Fig. 20). Fractional valley filling in the smooth case

Fig. 16. Effect of pressure on the thermal contact conductance for
the carbon black paste as the TIM (the rough case).

Fig. 14. Effect of roughness (i.e., hillock height) on the thermal
contact conductance and on the fractional final valley filling for the
carbon black paste as the TIM (the rough case).

Fig. 15. Effect of the TIM thickness on the thermal contact con-
ductance and on the fractional final valley filling for the carbon black
paste as the TIM (the rough case).

Fig. 12. Effect of the copper-copper interfacial conductance on the
thermal contact conductance for the carbon black paste as the TIM
(the rough case).

Fig. 13. Effect of the TIM thermal conductivity on the thermal contact
conductance for the carbon black paste as the TIM (the rough case).

Fig. 17. Effect of the TIM-copper interfacial conductance on the
thermal contact conductance for the carbon black paste as the TIM
(the smooth case).
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is 100%. Increasing pressure (decreasing thickness)
decreases the length of the heat flow path, thereby
increasing the TCC.

Metal Particle Paste

Case of rough copper surfaces: The effects of (i)
the interfacial conductance, (ii) the TIM thermal

conductivity, (iii) the copper surface roughness
(initial hillock height), (iv) the TIM thickness, and
(v) the pressure on the TCC for the metal particle
paste (case of rough copper blocks) are shown in
Figs. 21–25, respectively. The fractional valley fill-
ing, as calculated based on the modeling result, is
shown in Figs. 23–25.

The effects of the interfacial conductance, TIM
thermal conductivity, and roughness on the TCC
are similar to these effects for the carbon black
paste (see the section ‘‘Case of Rough Copper
Surfaces’’). Figure 24 shows a different trend of the
effect of TIM thickness for the metal particle paste
compared with that for the carbon black paste
(Fig. 15). The fact that TCC increases with
increasing thickness in Fig. 24 is because increasing
the metal particle paste thickness increases both
the heat flow path and the fractional valley filling,
as shown in Fig. 24. In this range of thickness, the
positive effect of increasing the fractional valley
filling is dominant and causes the TCC to increase.
With a more significant increase in thickness, the
other factor (i.e., the longer heat flow path) becomes
dominant, thus causing the TCC to decrease with

Fig. 20. Effect of pressure on the thermal contact conductance for
the carbon black paste as the TIM (the smooth case).

Fig. 18. Effect of the TIM thermal conductivity on the thermal contact
conductance for the carbon black paste as the TIM (the smooth case).

Fig. 19. Effect of the TIM thickness on the thermal contact con-
ductance for the carbon black paste as the TIM (the smooth case).

Fig. 21. Effect of the TIM-copper interfacial conductance on the
thermal contact conductance for the metal particle paste as the TIM
(the rough case).

Fig. 22. Effect of the TIM thermal conductivity on the thermal contact
conductance for the metal particle paste as the TIM (the rough case).
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increasing thickness. That TCC increases with
increasing pressure (Fig. 25) is due to a combination
of higher fractional valley filling (Fig. 25), larger
contact area, and shorter heat flow path.

Case of smooth copper surfaces: The effects of (i) the
copper-TIM interfacial conductance, (ii) the TIM
thermal conductivity, (iii) the TIM thickness, and

Fig. 25. Effect of pressure on the thermal contact conductance and
on the fractional final valley filling for the metal particle paste as the
TIM (the rough case).

Fig. 23. Effect of the roughness (i.e., hillock height) on the thermal
contact conductance and on the fractional final valley filling for the
metal particle paste as the TIM (the rough case).

Fig. 24. Effect of the TIM thickness on the thermal contact con-
ductance and on the fractional final valley filling for the metal particle
paste as the TIM (the rough case).

Fig. 26. Effect of the TIM-copper interfacial conductance on the
thermal contact conductance for the metal particle paste as the TIM
(the smooth case).

Fig. 27. Effect of the TIM thermal conductivity on the thermal contact
conductance for the metal particle paste as the TIM (the smooth
case).

Fig. 28. Effect of the TIM thickness on the thermal contact conduc-
tance for the metal particle paste as the TIM (the smooth case).
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(iv) the pressure on the TCC for the metal particle
paste (case of smooth copper blocks) are shown in
Figs. 26–29, respectively. The combination of
parameters is such that the TCC obtained by the
modeling is in line with experimental values.3,4 The
effects are similar to the carbon black paste (case of
smooth copper blocks) (Sect. 3.2.1.2). The TCC
increases with increasing copper-TIM interfacial
conductance (Fig. 26), with TIM thermal conduc-
tivity (Fig. 27), with decreasing TIM thickness
(Fig. 28), and with increasing pressure (Fig. 29).

Extent of the Effect of Each Parameter

The extent of the effect of each parameter on the
TCC while all the other parameters are fixed is
obtained by calculation of the TCC upon systematic
variation of the model parameters. Table II shows
the fractional change in TCC per unit fractional
change in each parameter, as calculated for both
carbon black and metal particle pastes (both rough

and smooth cases for each paste). The fractional
change is calculated from the TCC values associated
with three values of the relevant parameter that are
quite close. One of the three values of the parameter
is described in Sect. 3.1, while the other two values
are near this value.

In order to obtain more understanding of the
effects, additional calculations are conducted for
values of each parameter (TIM thickness, TIM
thermal conductivity, and TIM-copper interfacial
conductance) around the value described in the
section ‘‘Two-Dimensional Temperature Distribu-
tion from Modeling.’’ Tables III–VI show the results
of this additional calculation for each combination of
paste type and copper surface roughness. Table VII
shows the trends of the effect of each parameter
(TIM thickness, TIM thermal conductivity, and
TIM-copper interfacial conductance) on the frac-
tional change in TCC per unit fractional change in a
parameter (TIM-copper interfacial conductance,
TIM thermal conductivity, pressure, copper surface
roughness, and TIM thickness) for easier under-
standing and comparison of the trends shown in
Tables III–VI.

Tables III–VII show that, upon increasing the
TIM thickness when other parameters are fixed, the
effect of the TIM-copper interfacial conductance on
TCC decreases and the effect of thermal conductiv-
ity on TCC increases. Upon increasing the TIM
thermal conductivity when other parameters are
fixed, the effect of the TIM-copper interfacial con-
ductance on TCC increases. Upon increasing the
TIM-copper interfacial conductance when the other
parameters are fixed, the effect of the TIM thermal
conductivity on TCC increases.

The results of Tables III–VII are useful for
understanding the results in Table II. Table II
shows that the TCC is affected by the interfacial
conductance much more for the metal particle paste
than for the carbon black paste, due to the higher

Fig. 29. Effect of pressure on the thermal contact conductance for
the metal particle paste as the TIM (the smooth case).

Table II. Extent of the Effect of the Various Parameters on the Thermal Contact Conductance (TCC), as
Described by the Ratio of the Fractional Change in TCC to the Fractional Change in the Parameter

Parameter

Ratio (%)

Carbon Black Paste Metal Particle Paste

Rough Smooth Rough Smooth

TIM-copper interfacial conductance 43.7a 55.4 85.8 89.1
Copper-copper interfacial conductance 39.0a 0 0 0
TIM thermal conductivity 17.2a 45.2 14.6 11.1
Pressure 42.9a 27.2 29.3 4.9
Copper roughness -2.1a 0 -10.4 0
TIM thickness -156b -45.4 25.0 -11.1

The calculation is performed using the set of parameters chosen for each combination of paste type and copper surface roughness, as
described in section ‘‘Two-Dimensional Temperature Distribution from Modeling’’; aDirect contact between two copper hillocks for all of
the data points used for calculating this ratio; bDirect contact between two copper hillocks for only some of the data points used for
calculating this ratio.
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Table III. Extent of the Effect of the Various Parameters on the TCC, as Described by the Ratio of the
Fractional Change in TCC to the Fractional Change in a Parameter, as Calculated for the Metal Particle

Paste (Case of Rough Copper Surfaces) at Selected Values of the TIM thickness, TIM Thermal Conductivity,
and the TIM-Copper Interfacial Conductance

Parameter

Ratio (%)

Thickness
(lm)

Thermal Conductivity
(W/m K)

Interfacial Conductance
(104 W/m2 K)

3.5 4.2 5.0 4 6 8 30 50 70

Interfacial conductance 85.8 82.7 80.8 83.5 85.8 88.4 90.6 85.8 80.32
Thermal conductivity 14.6 17.1 19.2 20.1 14.6 10.5 9.7 14.6 19.1
Pressure 29.3 27.0 32.6 29.0 29.3 29.6 29.5 29.3 29.3
Copper roughness -10.4 -4.5 -7.4 -10.3 -10.4 -10.6 -10.6 -10.4 -10.9
Thickness 19.8 16.9 7.6 19.6 19.8 23.3 30.6 25.0 20.7

Table IV. Extent of the Effect of the Various Parameters on the TCC, as Described by the Ratio of the
Fractional Change in TCC to the Fractional Change in a Parameter, as Calculated for the Carbon Black

Paste (Case of Rough Copper Surfaces) at Selected Values of the TIM Thickness, TIM Thermal Conductivity,
and the TIM-Copper Interfacial Conductance

Parameter

Ratio (%)

Thickness
(lm)

Thermal Conductivity
(W/m K)

Interfacial Conductance
(104 W/m2 K)

0.42 0.75 1.1 0.1 0.128 0.156 90 105 120

Interfacial conductance 43.7a 23.6 18.9 18.9 23.6 27.3 31.5 23.6 21.8
Thermal conductivity 17.2a 74.2 82.9 81.1 74.2 73.6 72.0 74.2 83.8
Pressure 39.8a 31.4 30.1 31.1 31.4 34.6 31.4 31.4 31.6
Copper roughness -2.0a -9.0 -10.7 -7.2 -9.0 -7.8 -6.2 -9.0 -8.8
TIM thickness -87.2b -530b -95.3a -649b -530b -451b -510b -530b -553b

aDirect contact between two copper hillocks for all of the data points used for calculating this ratio; bDirect contact between two copper
hillocks for only some of the data points used for calculating this ratio.

Table V. Extent of the Effect of the Various Parameters on the TCC, as Described by the Ratio of the
Fractional Change in TCC to the Fractional Change in a Parameter, as Calculated for the Metal Particle

Paste (Case of Smooth Copper Surfaces) at Selected Values of the TIM Thickness, TIM Thermal Conductivity,
and the TIM-Copper Interfacial Conductance

Parameter

Ratio (%)

Thickness
(lm)

Thermal
Conductivity

(W/m K)

Interfacial
Conductance
(104 W/m2 K)

2.6 2.9 3.45 4 6 8 30 50 70

Interfacial conductance 90.1 89.1 87.4 84.9 89.1 91.8 93.5 89.1 85.4
Thermal conductivity 10.1 11.1 12.6 15.6 11.1 8.4 7.0 11.1 14.5
Pressure 4.4 4.9 3.6 6.8 4.9 3.8 3.1 4.9 6.5
Thickness -9.7 -11.1 -13.4 -13.8 -11.1 -7.5 -6.2 -11.1 -13.1
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thermal conductivity and lower interfacial conduc-
tance of the metal particle paste compared with the
carbon black paste; both an increase in the thermal
conductivity and a decrease in the interfacial con-
ductance increase the effect of the interfacial con-
ductance (Tables III–VII).

Table II shows that the TCC is affected by pres-
sure more for the carbon black paste than for the
metal particle paste, whether the copper surfaces
are rough or smooth. In the smooth case, this is due
to the higher thermal conductivity and lower
interfacial conductance of the metal particle paste
(Tables V–VII). In the rough case, this is due to the
direct contact between the two copper blocks when
the carbon black paste is the TIM with a very low
thickness.

Although increasing the thickness increases
the effect of thermal conductivity (Tables III–VII),
carbon black paste with a lower thickness is more

affected by thermal conductivity than is the metal
particle paste with a higher thickness (Table II).
This is a result of the high interfacial conductance
and the low thermal conductivity of the carbon
black paste, as both a high interfacial conductance
and a low thermal conductivity increase the effect of
the thermal conductivity on TCC (Tables III—VII).
The strong effect of the TIM thickness on the carbon
black paste in the rough case is because of the direct
contact of copper blocks, which disappears with
increasing thickness.

The last row of Table II shows a different sign for
the effect of TIM thickness for the metal particle
paste (rough copper surfaces) compared with that
for the other three cases. A positive sign of the
fractional change in TCC per unit fractional change
in the thickness (e.g., TCC increasing with
increasing thickness) is because increasing the
metal particle paste thickness increases both the

Table VII. How the Value of a Parameter (Thickness, Thermal Conductivity or Interfacial Conductance)
Affects the Fractional Change in TCC Per Unit Fractional Change in a Parameter (TIM-Copper Interfacial

Conductance, TIM Thermal Conductivity, Pressure, Copper Surface Roughness, and TIM Thickness)

Parameter

Thickness
(lm)

Thermal
Conductivity

(W/m K)

Interfacial
Conductance
(104 W/m2 K)

Carbon
Black
Paste

Metal
Particle

Paste

Carbon
Black
Paste

Metal
Particle

Paste

Carbon
Black
Paste

Metal
Particle

Paste

R S R S R S R S R S R S

Interfacial conductance - - - - + + + + - - - -
Thermal conductivity + + + + - - - - + + + +
Pressure - - � � + - + - � � + +
Copper roughness + 0 � 0 � 0 + 0 � 0 � 0
Thickness � + - + - � + - + � - +

The trends are based on the results in Tables III-VI; +: Increasing the value of the parameter above will increase the fractional change in
TCC per unit fractional change in the parameter to the left; -: Increasing the value of the parameter above will decrease the fractional
change in TCC per unit fractional change in the parameter to the left; �: No trend for how the value of parameter above affects the
fractional change in TCC per unit fractional change in the parameter to the left; 0: No effect of the value of parameter above on the
fractional change in TCC per unit fractional change in the parameter to the left; R: rough copper surfaces; S: smooth copper surfaces.

Table VI. Extent of the Effect of the Various Parameters on the TCC, as Described by the Ratio of the
Fractional Change in TCC to the Fractional Change in a Parameter, as Calculated for the Carbon Black

Paste (Case of Smooth Copper Surfaces) at Selected Values of the TIM Thickness, TIM Thermal Conductivity,
and the TIM-Copper Interfacial Conductance

Parameter

Ratio (%)

Thickness
(lm)

Thermal Conductivity
(W/m K)

Interfacial Conductance
(104 W/m2 K)

0.16 0.2 0.24 0.1 0.128 0.156 90 105 120

Interfacial conductance 60.5 55.4 50.3 49.1 55.4 59.9 58.8 55.4 52.1
Thermal conductivity 39.8 45.2 49.6 51.3 45.2 40.2 41.4 45.2 48.7
Pressure 32.2 27.2 19.9 31.1 27.2 24.2 24.8 27.2 29.2
Thickness -37.7 -45.4 -49.8 -39.1 -45.4 -31.6 -31.6 -45.4 -36.9
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heat flow path and the fractional valley filling. In
this range of thickness, the positive effect of
increasing the fractional valley filling is dominant
and causes TCC to increase. On the other hand, in
the case of smooth copper surfaces (100% fractional
valley filling) or in the case of rough copper surfaces
with carbon black as the TIM (with very low thick-
ness), increasing the thickness makes the heat flow
path longer and consequently decreases the TCC.

As shown in Table II, for the carbon black paste,
the TCC is most affected by the thickness in the
rough case and by the interfacial conductance in the
smooth case. For the metal particle paste, the TCC
is most affected by the interfacial conductance in
both the rough and smooth cases.

Comparison of Modeling and Experimental
Results

Table VIII shows the fractional valley filling, as
obtained from the modeling results. In the smooth
case, the fractional valley filling of both the carbon
black paste and the metal particle paste is 100%
because the hillock height is 0.01 lm, which is
negligible compared to the TIM thicknesses
(0.16 lm to 3.4 lm). In the rough case, the frac-
tional valley filling is less than 100%, thus allowing
the change in TCC to be related to the change of the
fractional valley filling (see the sections ‘‘Effects of
Various Parameters on the Calculated Thermal
Contact Conductance’’ and ‘‘Extent of the Effect of
Each Parameter’’). In particular, for the carbon
black paste in the rough case, the fractional valley
filling is 6% and is independent of the pressure. The
pressure independence is because the TIM thick-
ness is independent of the pressure—a consequence
of the direct contact between the copper surfaces.
For the metal particle paste in the rough case, the
fractional valley filling ranges from 30% to 43%,
such that the value increases with decreasing TIM
thickness. This trend is because, with increasing
pressure, two copper hillocks become closer and the

paste occupies more of the valley. The TIM thick-
ness decreases when the copper hillocks become
closer and the fractional valley filling increases
when the paste enters the valley.

Table VIII shows good agreement between mod-
eling and experiment for the carbon black paste and
the metal particle paste in both smooth and rough
cases. The agreement between modeling and
experiment is better for the metal particle paste
than for the carbon black paste. This is because of
the greater difficulty in modeling the carbon black
paste, due to the involvement of both the TIM-cop-
per interface and the copper-copper interface.

In the rough case, as a result of the small thick-
ness of the carbon black paste (0.4 lm) compared
with the metal particle paste (2.9 lm to 4.0 lm), the
TIM-copper contact area and fractional valley filling
of the carbon black paste are smaller than those for
the metal particle paste. However, the TCC is
higher for the carbon black paste due to the direct
contact between the copper blocks and the high
copper-copper interfacial conductance.

In the smooth case, the carbon black paste gives a
higher TCC than the metal particle paste. This is
because of the low modulus and the small thickness
of the carbon black paste. The small thickness
decreases the heat flow path length between the two
copper surfaces and consequently increases the
TCC.

CONCLUSION

This paper uses finite element modeling to evalu-
ate the relative importance of the factors that govern
the performance of thermal pastes. The modeling
involves heat flow across the thermal contact and
provides the two-dimensional temperature distri-
bution. The thermal contact in the initial state is
modeled as one semicircular hillock for each of the
two proximate surfaces, such that the bottom of the
semicircle in the upper surface is vertically in line
with the top of the semicircle in the lower surface.

Table VIII. Thermal Contact Conductance (TCC), Bond-Line Thickness, and Fractional Valley Filling
for Various Combinations of Thermal Paste Type and Copper Surface Roughness

Thermal Paste
Roughness

(lm)
Pressure

(MPa)
TCC

(104 W/m2 K)a
TCC

(104 W/m2 K)b
Bond-Line

Thickness (lm)
Fractional

Valley Filling (%)b

Metal particle 15 0.46 7.76 ± 0.14 6.31 4.0c 29.9
Metal particle 15 0.69 8.43 ± 0.20 7.27 3.3c 37.0
Metal particle 15 0.92 8.78 ± 0.11 7.45 2.9c 43.0
Carbon black 15 0.46 8.72 ± 0.11 6.67 0.4d 6.1
Carbon black 15 0.69 10.18 ± 0.11 7.87 0.4d 6.1
Carbon black 15 0.92 11.12 ± 0.27 9.07 0.4d 6.1
Metal particle 0.01 0.46 19.87 ± 0.27 21.87 3.4c 100
Metal particle 0.01 0.69 22.55 ± 0.43 22.35 2.9c 100
Carbon black 0.01 0.46 25.91 ± 0.16 29.31 0.24d 100
Carbon black 0.01 0.69 27.75 ± 0.14 32.26 0.20d 100

aExperimental results3–5; bModeling results; cExperimental results25; dExperimental results.4,5
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A paste of a controlled initial thickness is sand-
wiched at a controlled pressure by copper surfaces
with a controlled initial roughness. The effects of
the conductance of the interface between the paste
and copper and that of the interface between the
two copper surfaces, the thermal conductivity of the
paste, the pressure, and the copper roughness on
the thermal contact conductance of the sandwich
and on the fractional valley filling by the pastes are
thus quantified for both the carbon black paste and
the metal particle paste. The effects of pressure,
paste thickness, and copper surface roughness on
performance are mainly due to the change in the
fractional filling of the valleys in the copper surface
topography in most cases. Due to the low solid
content, the carbon black paste is much lower in
modulus than the metal particle paste, and the
paste thickness is much smaller for the former. The
performance of the carbon black paste is most
affected by the thickness in the rough case and by
the paste-copper interfacial conductance in the
smooth case, whereas that of the metal particle
paste is most affected by the paste-copper interfacial
conductance. Good agreement is found between
modeling and experimental results.
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